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Abstract
In this study we aim to develop new platforms for neurosphere assay and single cell
manipulation for neural stem/progenitor cell (NSPC) research. The microfluidic cell dissociation
platform is designed for enzyme-free dissociation of neurospheres into single-cells. Neurosphere
assay is a common method for identification of neural stem/progenitor cells, but obtaining single
cells from dissociated neurospheres is difficult using non-enzymatic methods. Our microfluidic
chip approach that utilizes flow and microstructures to dissociate neurospheres. Results show
that this microfluidic-chip-based neurosphere dissociation method can generate high yields of
single cells from dissociated neurospheres of two mouse NSPC models (KT98 and DC115) for
90% and 95%, respectively. The microfluidic chip dissociated cells had high viabilities (80–85%)
and the ability to re-grow into neurospheres, demonstrating the applicability of this device to
neurosphere-assay applications. In addition to the self-renewal capability, the dissociated cells
also retained their normal differentiation potentials, as shown by their capabilities to differentiate
into three neural lineages (neurons, astroglia, and oligodendrocytes) when cultured in
differentiation culture conditions. Furthermore, neurospheres consist of heterogeneous cell
populations including multipotent NSPCs, and lineage immature neuronal and glial precursors
and has been shown by the spatial distribution of more differentiated (GFAP+ and TuJ1+) cells at
the core and surrounded by the stem cells (Nestin+). The microfluidic cell dissociation platform
provides the capability for label-free enrichment of NSPCs from dissociated neurospheres. We
demonstrate that the microfluidic chip processed cells show significantly higher NSPC properties
such as more SOX2 and FGF1 expression, proliferation rates and neuronal differentiation
potential compared to unprocessed cells.
Studying the heterogeneity of single neural cells is crucial but technical difficult. Therefore we
develop a cell manipulation method for high-efficiency single cells loading in large microwells.
VIII

We report the development and application of a dual-well microfluidic device with high-yield of
single-cell loading (~77%), long-term single-cell clonal culture capability (7 days) and
heterogeneity analysis using single-cell colony formation assay. The high single-cell loading
yield is achieved by using sets of small microwells termed “capture-wells” and big microwells
termed “culture-wells” according to their utilities for single-cell capture and clonal culture
respectively. This novel device architecture allows the size of the “culture” microwells to be
flexibly adjusted without affecting the single-cell loading efficiency making it useful for cell
culture applications.
We envision that our microfluidic platforms are simple and reliable tools for neural
stem/progenitor cells manipulation with high-efficiency and high-throughput properties. In
addition to the above advantages, the processed cells from our microfluidic platforms are easy to
be used with conventional cell analysis and culture methods for further NSPC investigation and
applications.
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摘要
本研究目的旨在設計新的微流體平台藉以操作神經幹細胞（neural stem/progenitor
cells）及其所形成的神經球（neurospheres）。神經球試驗（neurosphere assay）是一個用
來鑑別神經幹細胞常用的方式，但目前還未有一個有效的非酵素型分離可以有效地將大量
的活單細胞由神經球中分離出來。因此，我們利用微流體技術的微小化及高通量等優勢，
設計一款微流體細胞團分離晶片平台，以有別於傳統使用酵素分離的方式，利用純機械力
將神經球分離成單細胞。我們證明此微流晶片可以將來自老鼠的神經幹細胞 KT98 及
DC115 所形成之神經球（培養代數介於 3 – 8 代、神經球直徑介於 40 – 250 μm），以 90%
至 95% 的高效率分離出大量單細胞，且經此晶片所分離之單細胞具有 80 – 85% 的高存活
率。此外，所分離出的活單細胞依然保有神經幹細胞之特性，可於神經球培養液中再次形
成神經球；同時，這些神經幹細胞也保有其幹細胞分化能力，可在誘導分化的培養條件下
成功分化成三種中樞神經系統的主要神經細胞，包含神經元細胞（neuron）、星形膠質細
胞（astrocytes）及寡突膠質細胞（oligodendrocytes）。另外，神經球是一個由多能性神經
幹細胞及未成熟神經元和神經膠質前驅細胞（lineage immature neuronal and glial precursors）
所組成的異質性細胞群（heterogeneous population）。在神經球內，此兩群細胞呈現空間
位置上的分布，較分化的細胞（表現 GFAP 和 TuJ1）聚集在神經球內部中心，而外圍則
被神經幹細胞（表現 Nestin）所環繞。為了將此兩個亞群的細胞分離開來，我們利用微流
體細胞團分離平台並搭配適當的流速，使用非抗體標記的方式（label-free）將神經球內的
神經幹細胞與未成熟的前驅細胞群分開。我們證實了經由分離平台所處理過後的細胞與神
經幹細胞具有相同特性，例如較多的 SOX2 及 FGF1 幹細胞標記分子表現量、較快的細胞
增殖速度及更好的神經元分化潛力，而未被分離平台所分離的細胞則較不具有神經幹細胞
的特性。
另一方面，研究並了解神經細胞間的異質性是重要的但在技術上還相對困難。因此我
們開發一款單細胞微流操作平台，透過不同微孔的設計，可快速將單細胞篩選於一個大培
養空間中進行培養。所開發的雙微井微流晶片具有高單細胞篩選效率（~77%）、長時間
細胞單株化培養（7 天以上）及透過單株化培養進行細胞的異質性分析等優勢。而高細胞
篩選效率源自於利用兩種不同尺寸的微井進行細胞篩選及細胞培養，細胞篩選微井
（capture-well）可專注於單細胞的抓取，其效率不會被細胞培養微井（culture-well）的尺
寸所影響，故可以兼顧高單細胞篩選效率及長時間細胞培養的需求。此創新的結構設計可
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藉由調整篩選微井及培養微井的尺寸，提高單細胞篩選效率及更加延長培養時間，且兩者
的尺寸改變不會影響到整個平台的運作效能。
綜上所述，我們所設計的微流體神經幹細胞操作平台其操作方式簡單且效能可靠，且
此兩款平台都具有高通量及高效率等優勢，相當適合於處理大量細胞操作時所使用。除了
以上的優點，經此兩款平台所處理過後的細胞可以很容易地與目前常用的細胞分析及培養
方式做結合，進行更進一步的神經幹細胞研究及應用，突破目前的操作瓶頸。
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Microfabricated devices have emerged as a useful tool for life science and cell
applications1, 2, based on ability to accurately manipulate many type of cells especially
single-cells.3, 4 These miniaturized devices also allowed for high-throughput processing and
reduced sample and reagent consumptions.5
The recent discovery of neurogenesis being viable in postnatal and adult mammalian brain,
and able to generate newborn neurons in central nervous system (CNS) by neural
stem/progenitor cells (NSPCs)6 has overturned the old hypothesis “no new neuron” since the
midway of the twentieth century.7 The “neurosphere assay” (NSA) is a common culture
method in vitro for isolating neurogenic cells (such neural stem/progenitors) from
mammalian neural tissues.8, 9 Due to its simplicity and robustness, rapidly emerged as the
assay of choice and has become a valuable tool for isolating and investigating the NSPCs.
The use of NSA is usually accompanied by the dissociation of neurospheres, preferably into
“single neural cells”, as many applications require either the creation of neurosphere
subcultures (for amplification of cell numbers or to keep the purity of NSPCs high)10 or the
analysis of NSPCs from the neurospheres.11 As such, neurosphere dissociations are
commonly carried out by using enzymatic treatments which can generate high-yields of
single dissociated cells with reproducible results. However, most enzymes are animal
products that raise clinical safety concerns and degrade cell membrane proteins.12 However
without the use of enzymes, neurosphere dissociation by pipetting alone can result in the
death of more than 50% of the processed cells.13 Even so, a pure mechanical method for
dissociating neurospheres into single cells within high cell viability is not existence.
Additionally, neurospheres consist of heterogeneous cell populations including multipotent
1

NSPCs, and lineage immature neuronal and glial precursors in different states of
differentiation. Cell heterogeneity in a neurosphere has been shown by the spatial distribution
of more differentiated (GFAP+, TuJ1+) cells at the core and surrounded by the stem cells
(Nestin+)12. Moreover, it has good potential of NSPCs regarding the development of new
therapies to treat CNS injury14-16 and diseases such as stroke17 and Alzheimer's disease.16 The
approaches to enrich NSPCs from these heterogeneous cell populations with less cell damage
is critical for obtaining more stem/progenitor cells for further investigation and clinical
applications18.
To process the single-cells obtained from enzyme-free neurosphere dissociation platform,
current methods for single NSPC growth analysis such as limiting dilution and fluorescenceactivated cell sorting (FACS) require complex systems for cell manipulation, growth, and
detection. But the limiting dilution method is low-throughput without using pipetting robot,
because the maximum probability of single-cell event is under 37% according to the Poisson
distribution19. FACS can overcome the Poisson distribution limitation and provide an
alternative method to efficiently obtain single-cell events, but the low cell viability and high
machine-purchasing and operational cost limit the accessibility in many laboratories.
Taken together, providing a chemical-free platform to precisely handle and manipulate
single NSPCs and neurospheres to perform experiments is important due to the need of highaccuracy handling of individual cells and minimizing damage to target cells. Microfluidic
systems have the ability to precisely handle fluids and cells; thus they have emerged as useful
tools for many biological applications and cell experiments. Here, we aim to utilize
microfluidic technology to develop two major platforms for neurosphere and single neural
cell manipulation: 1) a pure mechanical system for high-efficiency dissociation of
neurospheres into single cells within high viability and very low damage to stem cell
2

properties (e.g. self-renewal and multipotency); this enzyme-free neurosphere manipulation
system is also a useful tool for label-free enrichment of NSPCs from dissociated
heterogeneous neuropsheres; 2) a microwell microfluidic system for high-efficiency single
NSPCs capture and subsequently clonal culture and heterogeneous analysis of single-cells.
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1.2 Neural stem/progenitor cell and neurosphere assay
Neural stem/progenitor cells are the self-renewal and multipotent cells, which can be
isolated from embryonic stem cells, embryonic ectoderm, and developing or adult brain
tissues.20 These NSPCs are a suitable source for stem cell therapies of neurodegenerative
diseases such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease.16 A neurosphere is a cluster of
NSPCs grown in medium suspension without attaching to the surface.7 When cultured in a
sphere formation condition, NSPCs can proliferate and differentiate into heterogeneous
clusters, which containing neural stem/progenitor cells and neural precursor cells.21,22 The
NSA has been widely used for the identification of NSPCs, as an useful therapy model in
CNS diseases,23 and for neural stem/progenitor cell self-renewal and differentiation studies.
These studies are crucial for developing new therapies to treat CNS injuries and diseases.
Outside of NSPCs, several brain tumor cells such as glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) and
medulloblastoma can also form spheres in a sphere culture system.24 Brain tumor cells have
self-renewal and differentiation capability similar to NSPCs, and express neural cell
markers, indicating that there exist multipotent neural-stem-cell-like cells.25 These
multipotent neural-stem-cell-like cells (nestin+) provides a useful model for studying brain
tumor formation in neurogenetic regions.25
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1.3

Conventional

dissociation

methods

for

obtaining

single

neural

stem/progenitor cells from neurospheres
The use of NSA is usually accompanied by the dissociation of neurospheres, preferably
into single neural cells, as many applications require either the creation of neurosphere
subcultures (for amplification of cell numbers or to keep the purity of NSPCs high)10 or the
analysis of NSPCs from the neurospheres.11 As such, neurosphere dissociations are
commonly carried out by using enzymatic treatments which can generate high-yields of
single dissociated cells with reproducible results. However, most enzymes are animal
products that raise clinical safety concerns. The development of synthetic enzyme products
has helped to alleviate these concerns; but their applications are also hindered by protease
and collagenolytic activities, which degrade cell membrane proteins.12 For applications
where enzymes or chemicals are not preferred, trituration (pipetting a cell suspension up and
down) is a common practice for dissociating tissue and cell clusters. This method relies on
pure mechanical force to break up cell clusters. However without the use of enzymes,
neurosphere dissociation by pipetting alone can result in the death of more than 50% of the
processed cells.13 In previous studies, other mechanical methods have been used to
circumvent the limitations associated with enzymatic dissociation, including manual cutting
of the spheres into smaller fragments using scalpels,26 micro-scissors,27 tissue choppers,28,29
and more recently, a microfabricated “biogrid” device.30 While the scalpels, micro-scissors
and tissue choppers are simple and straightforward to use, the biogrid device has the
advantage of being able to process large quantities of cells in closed systems. However, these
mechanical methods and the biogrid device only produced small numbers of dissociated
single cells that are required or preferred for subsequent applications, such as cell analysis
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and sorting using flow cytometry,31,32 investigations of stem cell differentiation,33,34,35 and
cell expansion efficiency for clinical applications.7, 16, 23
1.4 The heterogeneity of neurosphere component cells
To our best knowledge, both of NSPCs and brain tumor cells formed neurospheres consist
of heterogeneous populations of cells including multipotent NSPCs, and lineage immature
neuronal and glial precursors in different states of differentiation.21, 36 Cell heterogeneity in a
neurosphere has been shown by the spatial distribution of more differentiated (GFAP+, TuJ1+)
cells at the core surrounded by the stem cells (nestin-rich and BrdU-positive).12, 37, 38 The
culture medium containing EGF and FGF2 which present around the outside of neurospheres,
seems to provide the stability to keep the stemness properties of stem cells in the
neurospheres.12 The NSPCs in early stage of have the ability to differentiate into three major
CNS neural cell types, neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes.39 Moreover, it has good
potential regarding the development of new therapies to treat CNS injury14-16 and diseases
such as stroke17 and Alzheimer's disease.16 The approaches to enrich NSPCs from these
heterogeneous cell populations is critical for obtaining more stem/progenitor cells for further
investigation or clinical applications18.
1.5 Labeled and label-free system for target cell enrichment
Labeled and label-free systems are used in cell separation and sorting that to enrich target
cells from a heterogeneous cell population. For example, fluorescence-activated cell sorting
(FACS) and magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS) systems depend on the affinity of
labeling specific antibodies to specific antigens or proteins of target cells. Although labeled
systems provide a higher accuracy to sort target cells, however, time consuming, high cell
damage after sorting and high cost of operation equipment are the mainly concerns of this
system. On the other hand, label-free systems are based on the intrinsic properties of target
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cells such as cell sizes, magnetic susceptibilities, surface properties, net charge, polarizability
and refractive index.40 These physical methods are worthy of less invasion to cells and can
short the experiment time in total process.
1.6 The heterogeneity of single stem and cancer cells
Cellular heterogeneity within a whole cell population exists in many cell types including
stem cells41, 42 and cancer cells43. For example, neural stem cells (NSCs) in vitro are able to
generate clonal structures of “neurospheres’’ which contain NSCs that can generate neuronal
and glial progenitors in different states of differentiation.41 Improving the neuronal cell
differentiation is a critical event for enhancing the stem cell therapeutic effect of the neuronal
cell loss of predominantly in pathological aging, such as Alzheimer's disease.44 For some
cancer cell types a small portion of cancer cells termed “cancer stem/initiating cells” have
drug-tolerant and colony formation capability and showed >100-fold reduction in drug
sensitivity that increasing the difficulty of chemotherapy.45 Understanding the role of each
individual cell type in a population can deconvolute complex biological questions46,

47

,

however, the majority of current studies ignore the differences among individual cells48 in the
whole population due to the difficulty in performing single-cell experiments.
1.7 Conventional single cell manipulation methods
Analyzing individual cells, however is technically more challenging compared to
measuring the averaged outcome from a cell population.48 Such tasks are commonly
performed with limiting dilution or fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). Limiting
dilution is based on placing diluted cell suspension in culture wells (e.g., plastic well plates)
to obtain one-cell-in-a-well events, and is widely used for single cell assays such as colony
formation of cancer stem/initiating cells49. This method is convenient but low-throughput
without using pipetting robot, because the maximum probability of single-cell event is under
7

37% according to the Poisson distribution19. FACS can overcome the Poisson distribution
limitation and provide an alternative method to efficiently obtain single-cell events by sorting
and placing individual cells in well plates50. However, the high mechanical shear stress in
FACS can damage cells and affect their downstream uses.5 In addition, FACS is less
prevalent in many laboratories due to its high machine-purchasing and operational cost.
1.8 Microfluidic device for single cell application
Recently, microfabricated devices have been utilized for capturing single cells for single
cell analysis using microdroplets51, 52, dielectrophoresis53, 54, hydrodynamics55, 56, selective
dewetting57, 58, mechanical techniques59-61 and microwell array on different substrates3, 62. For
cell-based applications that require culturing single cells, microdroplet-based methods
represent a powerful means of obtaining larger numbers of microdroplets each containing a
single cell. However it is difficult to change the medium inside the microdroplets, making it
not suitable for applications where the initial medium need to be replaced during experiment.
In addition cells encapsulated in microdroplets are not suitable for adherent cell culture due
to the lack of a substrate for cell to attach and spread. One the other hand, trapping single
cells in microwells is an attractive method to set up larger numbers of single cells for both
adherent and suspension single-cell cultures due to its simplicity in device fabrication and
operation as they only require physical walls and simple manipulation (e.g., by using flow or
gravity) to load cells in compartmented spaces for subsequent culture and analysis3, 63, 64.
However, in order to provide sufficient space for cell growth, the sizes of the microwells had
to be made much larger (from 90 – 650 μm in diameter or in side length) than that of a single
cell, resulting in low single-cell events (ranging from 10 – 30%).63-66 The decreased singlecell-loading efficiency in large microwells is due to the inherent limitation of the Poisson
distribution also seen in conventional limiting dilution method67. This limitation was
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improved by using triangle-shaped microwells which were able to provide enlarged area for
cell growth while maintain good single-cell loading efficiency (up to ~ 58%). However the
enlarged area (~ 3.5 – 6 times of that of a single cell) in a microwell was insufficient for cells
grow beyond two days.68
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1.9 Research Objectives and Specific Aims
For neurosphere manipulation and research:
The research objective for neurosphere manipulation is to develop a microfluidic cell
dissociation chip (μCDC) platform for enzyme-free dissociation of neurospheres. The
specific aims of this research is that:
1. This microfluidic-chip-based approach is a simple and easy to operate method for
neurosphere dissociation.
2. The chip can successfully dissociate neurospheres into single cells in high yield.
3. The operation process for obtaining single cells from neurospheres should be rapid.
4. The dissociation process has minimal damage to the cells (i.e., does not impair the
cells’ function).

Additionally, the neural stem/progenitor cells enrichment from heterogeneous dissociated
neurospheres are achieved by using microfluidic cell dissociation chip (μCDC) for label-free
enrichment of NSPCs from dissociated neurospheres. The specific aims of this research is
that:
1. This label-free enrichment approach is a simple and easy to operate method for NSPCs
from dissociated neurospheres.
2. The chip can successfully separate cells from neurospheres into two subpopulations
containing NSPCs and lineage immature neuronal and glial precursors.
3. The enrichment process has minimal damage to the cells (i.e., does not impair the cells’
function).
4. The operation process for label-free separating two subpopulations from neurospheres
should be robust and reliable.
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For single-cell manipulation and heterogeneous analysis:
The research objective is to develop a microfabricated Dual-Well (DW) device platform
that allows for high-efficiency loading of single cells in large microwells, followed by the
clonal culture and cell heterogeneous analysis in the same platform. The specific aims of this
research is that:
1. To develop a simple and easy to fabricate and operate tool for single cell trapping and
long-term culture.
2. The operation time for loading single cells in large culture wells should be rapid.
3. High-efficiency single-cell loading in large microwells.
4. The large culture wells are suitable for cells to spread and grow for long term.
5. The culture medium in the device can be replaced during cell culture.
6. Applicable for cells of all sizes within the populations of tested cell types.
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Chapter 2. Microfluidic Platform Design and Fabrication
2.1 Master molds and PDMS replicas fabrication
Our microfluidic devices were designed by AutoCAD software (Autodesk, USA) and were
made of poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using soft lithography techniques.69 The soft
lithography techniques were including the following steps:
1. The 4 inch silicon wafers were dehydrated in a conventional oven at 65 °C for 10 minutes
and then cleaning with an oxygen plasma treatment.
2. The silicon wafers were coated with negative photoresist (SU-8, MicroChem, USA) by a
spin coater and baking on a hot-plate.
3. After baking, the negative photoresist was exposed to a UV light for photolithographically
patterned on the silicon wafer to create a master.
4. After exposing and baking, the uncured negative photoresists were washed off using SU-8
developer “Propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate” for 5 – 15 minutes (depending on
different heights) to create the final masters.
5. The heights of the SU-8 features on the masters were measured with a scanning laser
profilometer (VK-X 100, Keyence, Japan).
6. The master was then used as a mold and was silanization with trichlorosilane (Gelest Inc.
USA) to make a hydrophobic surface for easily peeling off the cured PDMS.
7. PDMS sylgard 184 (Dow Corning, USA) pre-polymer at a ratio of 10:1 was poured and
allowed to cure in a conventional oven at 65 °C for 3 or 24 hours (depending on different
device patterns), then the cured PDMS replicas were peeled off from the mold.
8. A puncher with an inner-diameter of 1.00 mm (Harris Uni-Core™, Ted Pella, USA) was
used to punch holes serving as inlets and outlets for the fluidic channel of the PDMS device.
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2.2 PDMS Microfluidic Cell Dissociation chip assembling
The PDMS replicas were then bonded to precleaned glass slides to form the final devices after
a brief oxygen plasma treatment by the bench-top plasma treatment system (AP-300, Nordson,
USA). Finally, the devices were placed on hotplate at 70 °C for 2 hours to enhance the bonding.

Table 1 Parameters of the lithography process of μCDC device
Weight of

Photoresists

photoresist (g)

Spread
cycle speed

Time (s)

(rpm)

Spin cycle
speed (rpm)

Time (s)

Thickness
(μm)

SU-8 100
(Microchannel

5

500

5

1300

30

167

with micropillars)

Table 2 Parameters of oxygen plasma treatment for device assembling
Generator
type
300 W

Base pressure
(mTorr)
80

Process
pressure (mTorr)

RF power
(Watts)

50

100

Plasma
treating time (s)
16

Gas stable
time (s)
2

Purge time
(s)
14

Figure 1. Lithography process flow of the masters for microfluidic device
production.
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2.3 PDMS microfluidic Dual-Well device assembling
After a brief oxygen plasma treatment, the PDMS replicas were aligned by hands under a
stereomicroscope, brought into contact and placed in an oven at 65 °C for 24 hours to achieve
permanent bonding between the PDMS replicas.

Table 3 Parameters of the lithography process of Dual-Well device
Weight of

Photoresists

photoresist (g)

SU-8 50

Spread cycle

Time (s)

speed (rpm)

Spin cycle
speed (rpm)

Time (s)

Thickness
(μm)

5

500

10

1200

30

100

5.5

500

5

800

30

30

6

500

5

900

30

26

SU-8 100

5

500

10

1700

30

(culture-well layer)

5

500

10

1700

30

(channel layer)
SU-8 10
(capture-well layer)
SU-8 10
(capture-well layer)

300-330

Table 4 Parameters of oxygen plasma treatment for device assembling
Generator
type
300 W

Base pressure
(mTorr)
80

Process
pressure (mTorr)

RF power
(Watts)

50

100

Plasma
treating time (s)
16

Figure 2. Operation flow of the Dual-Well device assembling.

14

Gas stable
time (s)
2

Purge time
(s)
14

Chapter 3. A Mcrofluidic Platform for Neurosphere Research
3.1 Enzyme-free dissociation of neurospheres
The enzyme-free dissociation of neurospheres was achieved by a “microfluidic cell
dissociation chip (μCDC)”. As shown in Figure 7, the μCDC contains a microchannel with
arrayed micropillars extending from its floor to its ceiling. Each micropillar is 50 μm wide and
240 μm long. Because the neurospheres are large, the microchannel was made tall (~167 μm) to
avoid it becoming clogged with them. The micropillars form a 142 × 10 array with a 20 μm gap
between two adjacent micropillars in the lateral direction and a 100 μm gap between two
adjacent rows in the axial direction of the microchannel. In μCDC operation, the sphere
suspension were loaded to device channels, followed by pushing the neurospheres through the
microchannel. The micropillars, which are separated by only a small gap, break the neurospheres
into single cells and small clusters. The repetitive rows of micropillars increase the interaction
between cells and micropillars to increase the efficacy of neurosphere dissociation.
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the microfluidic cell dissociation chip (μCDC).
(A) Schematic of μCDC and its operation principle. (B) Appearance of the μCDC fabricated
using soft lithography and PDMS replica molding. (C) SEM picture of micropillars in μCDC.
Each micropillar is 240 × 50 × 167 μm (L × W × H); each gap is 20 μm (W). (D) The μCDC
consists of a single inlet (left) and outlet (right). Neurospheres are dissociated into single cells
when they pass through the micropillar structure, indicated by the white arrow in Figure 7B.
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3.1.1 Experimental design
Neurosphere formation assay
DC115 cells derived from FVB strain mouse brain lateral wall and KT98 cells from F1B-TAg
transgenic mouse brain70 were used as models in our study. The DC115 primary NSPCs were
cultured at 1 × 105 cell seeding density in 100 mm Petri dish containing 10 mL neurosphere
medium of DMEM/F12 (Gibco, USA) supplemented with 1% N-2 (Gibco, USA), 2% B27
(Gibco, USA), 20 ng/mL hFGF2 (PeproTech, USA), 20 ng/mL hEGF (PeproTech, USA), and 2
μg/mL heparin in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator at 37 °C for 7 days. The KT98 cells were
maintained in 100 mm culture dish containing 10 mL DMEM/F12 medium with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS, Hyclone Thermo, USA) in the same humidified incubator. In the
neurosphere assay, floating neurospheres were formed in the same neurosphere medium
condition, excluding the N-2 supplement, in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator at 37 °C. The
neurosphere-formation assay used an initial cell number of 1 × 105 cells. Additionally, Cancer
cell lines – human lung cancer A549 and melanoma MDA-MB-435 – were maintained in
DMEM basal medium with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Biowest, France) and 1% antibiotics.
All cell cultures were passaged using a recombinant enzyme Accumax™ (Innovative Cell
Technologies, USA) under the manufacturer's standard protocol at 70–80% confluence.

Figure 4. Micrographs of DC115 and KT98 formed neurospheres after 7 days of
culture in neurosphere culture medium. Scale bar: 200 μm.
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Neurosphere dissociation
In the neurosphere dissociation experiment, DC115 and KT98 neurospheres were cultured for
7 days and then collected and passed through a 40 μm cell-strainer (BD Falcon, USA) to remove
single cells and neurospheres less than 40 μm in diameter. These neurospheres were centrifuged
at 300 g for 3 minutes, resuspended in 1 mL phosphate buffer solution (PBS), and loaded into a 1
mL syringe (BD Falcon, USA). For neurosphere dissociation using μCDC, the μCDC device was
pre-filled with PBS containing 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA, BD Biosciences, USA) and
incubated at 25 °C for 2 hours. A syringe loaded with a suspension of neurospheres was
connected to the inlet of the μCDC device via a Teflon tubing (Polytetrafluorethylene, inner
diameter: 0.51 mm, outer diameter: 0.82 mm, Ever Sharp Technology, Inc., Taiwan), which was
connected to the syringe by a stainless steel blunt needle (21 Gauge, Ever Sharp Technology,
Inc., Taiwan). Another Teflon tubing was inserted into the device outlet port so the dissociated
cells could be collected in a conical tube. A syringe pump (KDS230, KD Scientific, USA) was
used to drive the neurosphere suspension and the PBS solution. For each experiment, 800 μL of
neurosphere suspension was loaded into the μCDC device at a flow rate of 500 μL/min, followed
by a washing step of 10 mL PBS using a 10 mL/min flow rate for the DC115 neurospheres, and
flow rates of 3, 5, 10, and 15 mL/min for the KT98 neurospheres. The dissociated cells were
collected in a 15 mL conical tube via the outlet tubing. The syringe pump was placed vertically
(as shown in Figure 7D) to avoid neurospheres settling within the syringe during cell loading. In
the enzyme control experiment, commercially available enzymatic cell detachment/dissociation
reagent HyQTase (Hyclone Thermo, USA) was used to dissociate neurospheres into single
cells.71 The same syringe pump setup was used to push 800 μL of neurosphere suspension, from
a neurosphere-loaded syringe connected to a tubing of the same length as the outlet tubing,
directly into a 15 mL conical tube at a flow rate 500 μL/min. The collected neurosphere
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suspension was centrifuged at 300 g for 3 minutes to remove supernatant, followed by the
addition of 500 μL of the stock HyQTase solution and incubation for 7.5 minutes at 37 °C. In the
next step, an equal volume of 500 μL PBS was added to neutralize the enzymatic reaction,
followed by a gentle mechanical trituration of 30 times to fully dissociate the spheres into single
cells. And finally, for a neurosphere-dissociation experiment with trituration alone, a regular
pipette was used to gently pipette the neurosphere suspension 70 times with a 1 mL sterilized
plastic tip. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of μCDC operation procedure. The flow diagram
shows the steps involved in the sphere dissociation process of μCDC.
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Calculation of single cell dissociation efficiency from neurospheres
For all three dissociation methods, the dissociated cells from each experiment were
resuspended in 1 mL of PBS. 30 μL of the cell suspension was gently removed, placed on a glass
slide, and covered with a cover slip. The glass slide was then placed on an inverted microscope
(Nikon Ti-E inverted fluorescence microscope, Japan); and 20 images were taken from random
locations using a 10× objective. The images were processed with free image-processing software
developed by the NIH (ImageJ, http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/) to assist the calculation of single cell
efficiency. Using the images, the average area occupied by a single cell and the number of single
cells were measured. Following that, the areas of clusters containing more than two cells were
measured and summed. The total cluster area was then divided by the average area of a single
cell in order to estimate the number of cells in the clusters. This was repeated for each of the
micrographs (20 photos for each experiment). The single-cell efficiency a was calculated as a =
b/c, where b is the number of single cells and c is the total number of cells including cell clusters
found in the dissociated cell suspension.
Measurement of dissociated cell recovery rate and cell viability
The dissociated cells from each experiment were resuspended in 1 mL of PBS. For
measurement of the cell recovery rate, 10 μL of the cell suspension was removed and added to a
hemocytometer for manual counting of cells under a microscope. The same procedure was
performed for measurement of cell viability, with the addition of trypan blue staining to assist
cell viability determination; an equal volume of trypan blue solution was added to the 10 μL cell
suspension prior to cell counting. The cell viability d was calculated as d = e/f, where e is the
number of live cells and f is the number of total cells in the dissociated cell suspension,
respectively. The cell-recovery rate g was calculated as g = h/i, where h is the number of
dissociated cells obtained from μCDC dissociation and i is the number of dissociated cells
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obtained from HyQTase dissociation.
Re-sphere assay
The re-sphere cultures of μCDC- and HyQTase-dissociated cells were performed with the
aforementioned neurosphere-formation protocol. For each dissociation method, a total of 4
consecutive re-sphere cultures were carried out during a period of 28 days (i.e., 7 days for each
culture). For calculation of the sphere-formation rate, after each dissociation step a portion of the
dissociated cells were used to prepare 5 mL of low-density (200 cells/mL) cell suspension, which
was seeded in a 60 mm Petri dish and cultured in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator at 37 °C for 7
days. Then the cells were visually observed under a microscope to assess their re-sphere ability.
Neurospheres of diameters larger than 100 μm were counted. The use of low-density culture was
crucial due to the need to avoid cell aggregation during sphere formation, which gives false
results.72
Induction of dissociated cells
The μCDC-dissociated KT98 single cells were seeded on a poly-D-lysine coated 8-well
chamber slide (Nunc Lab-Tek™ II Chamber Slide™ System, Thermo, Thomas Scientific, USA)
in DMEM/F12 medium containing 2% FBS in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator at 37 °C for 24
hours. Subsequently the cells were differentiated into three neural lineages by using different
differentiation medium, as previously described.73 Briefly, for neuronal differentiation,
DMEM/F12 supplemented with 2% FBS, 10 ng/mL platelet-derived growth factor-BB (PDGFBB, R&D systems, USA), 50 ng/mL brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF, R&D systems),
and 50 ng/mL glial cell-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF, R&D systems) were used. For
astroglia differentiation, the medium was composed of DMEM/F12 + 2% FBS medium
supplemented with ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF, R&D systems). Finally, for
oligodendrocyte differentiation, DMEM/F12 + 2% FBS containing 50 ng/mL CNTF was used
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for 24 h, followed by an addition of 10 ng/mL triiodothyronine (T3, Sigma, USA) to the medium.
After 7 days, immunofluorescence staining was used to verify the differentiation capability of the
cells. The cells of all three differentiations were stained with MAP2 (MAB378, Millipore, USA),
GFAP (MAB3402, Millipore), and Galc (MAB342, Millipore) and placed in a 4°C refrigerator
overnight. Subsequently, the cells were incubated with rhodamine-conjugated secondary
antibodies for 1 hour at room temperature. All cells were stained with Hoechst 33258 (Sigma,
USA) as a nuclear counterstain.
Cell imaging
All results were imaged using an inverted microscope (Nikon Ti-E inverted fluorescence
microscope, Japan) with an attached charge-coupled device (Retiga-4000DC, Qimaging, Canada)
and a control software (NIS-Elements Ar, Nikon, Japan), and a confocal microscope (Leica TCS
SP5 II, Germany) with Leica LAS AF (Leica Application Suite Advanced Fluorescence)
software.
Statistical analyses
All experiments were performed in triplicate or quadruplicate, and data are presented as mean
± standard deviation (SD). One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Student's t-test were
used for the comparison of each group. The statistical significance was indicated with asterisks
used to denote statistical significance at *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001 in the figures. In
Tables, different letters indicate the statistical significance at p < 0.001.
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3.1.2 Performances of microfluidic cell dissociation chip platform for enzyme-free
dissociation of neurospheres
Single cell efficiency of the dissociated neurospheres
DC115 and KT98 cells were used as cell models for our dissociation experiments. After being
cultured as neurospheres for 7 days, DC115 and KT98 neurospheres can reach diameters larger
than 100 μm (Figure 6B and 6C). We then used these spheres to test the three different
dissociation methods: 1) mechanical dissociation with trituration, 2) enzyme dissociation with
HyQTase, and 3) mechanical dissociation with μCDC. The dissociation of KT98 cells with
mechanical trituration resulted in a large size of cell clusters (Figure 6D) and a low yield of
single cells (32.51%). On the other hand, enzyme dissociation with HyQTase and mechanical
dissociation with μCDC both generated high yields of dissociated single cells from DC115 and
KT98 cells (Figure 6A, E–H). These results showed that the single-cell yield of μCDC
dissociation is comparable to that of conventional enzyme dissociation but significantly higher
than that of mechanical trituration. Note that the cell clusters from μCDC were very small,
consisting of 2 - 5 cells. (Figure 6E and 6F) instead of in large size clusters as found in the cells
dissociated by mechanical trituration (Figure 6D).
As an attempt to understand the effect of the processing flow rate on the single-cell yield, four
different flow rates (3, 5, 10, and 15 mL/min) were used with KT98 cells. The results showed an
increase in single-cell yield, from 79.17% to 90.63%, when the flow rate was increased from 3
mL/min to 10 mL/min (Figure 6A). However, the yield did not continue to increase when the
flow rate was increased further to 15 mL/min.
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Figure 6. DC115 and KT98 neurosphere dissociation by μCDC, HyQTase, and
mechanical trituration. (A) The single-cell efficiency of μCDC, HyQTase, and mechanical
trituration dissociation methods. Trituration produced relatively few single cells (32.51%) and
many clusters. Numerous single cells were obtained by μCDC when using the flow rates of 10
mL/m with DC115 cells (95.32%), and of 5 mL/m, 10 mL/m, and 15 mL/m with KT98 cells
(86.51%, 90.63%, and 91.27%, respectively). (B) A micrograph of DC115 neurospheres after 7
days of culture in neurosphere culture medium. (C) KT98 cells formed neurospheres. (D) KT98
neurosphere dissociation using trituration; large cell clusters appeared in dissociated cell
suspension. (E-F) A micrograph of single DC115 and KT98 neural stem/progenitor cells
obtained from dissociated neurospheres by μCDC. Note that the majority of the cells are single
cells. (G-H) HyQTase dissociated DC115 and KT98 neural stem/progenitor cells from
neurospheres, which represent numerous single cells after dissociation is similar to μCDC. Scale
bar: 200 μm.
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Cell viability of dissociated neurosphere cells
Previously, it has been demonstrated that dissociation of neurospheres by pure mechanical
trituration resulted in cell death of more than 50% but that use of several enzymatic methods
yielded about 90% viable cells.13 The cell viability test results from our experiment are shown in
Table 1. For KT98 neurosphere dissociation, the cell viability of μCDC ranged from 78% to 83%,
which is comparable to that of HyQTase dissociation. On the other hand, our mechanical
trituration generated about 53% viable cells. For DC115 cells, the viability of μCDC dissociated
cells was about 84%, whereas the cell viability was 94.22% from HyQTase treatment.

Table 5 DC115 and KT98 cell viability of dissociated cells after μCDC, HyQTase,
and trituration dissociation
traditional methods

Cell viability (%)

μCell dissociation chip
DC115 (10 mL/min)

Cell viability (%)

DC115 (HyQTase)

94.22 ± 0.78

KT98 (HyQTase)

85.39 ± 1.97 (a)

KT98 (3 mL/min)

83.27 ± 3.96 (a)

KT98 (Trituration)

52.74 ± 5.69 (b)

KT98 (5 mL/min)

80.74 ± 5.89 (a)

KT98 (10 mL/min)

79.37 ± 3.77 (a)

KT98 (15 mL/min)

81.67 ± 3.43 (a)
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84.52 ± 3.87

Cell recovery rates of μCDC dissociated neurospheres
We observed that after μCDC dissociation some cell clusters were trapped in the gaps between
micropillars in the μCDC. This led us to investigate the cell recovery rate of μCDC and compare
it to that of enzyme treatment. Figure 7A shows the DC115 cell recovery rate from μCDC
dissociated cells was about 92%, while 100% of the processed cells recovered from HyQTase.
KT98’s recovery rate increased (from 48% to 74%) when the flow rate increased (from 3
mL/min to 10 mL/min) (Figure 7A). However, increasing the flow rate to 15 mL/min did not
further increase the recovery rate. The cell loss was apparently caused by cell trapping inside the
microchannel, as shown in Figure 7B and 7C. Interestingly, the two cell models in our
experiment showed different recovery rates, indicating that the sphere-forming cells from
different mouse strains and brain regions may have different cell–cell junctions. It is also
possible that the trapped cells may represent a subpopulation that had stronger cell–cell junctions
in the neurosphere cultures. Nevertheless, considering our cell-recovery and viability results, the
μCDC represents an effective tool for obtaining single cells from neurospheres without using
enzymes.
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Figure 7. DC115 and KT98 cell recovery rate of dissociated cells by the μCDC. (A)
HyQTase treatment of DC115 and KT98 cells which yielded as a recovery rate of 100%,
compared to recovery rates from the μCDC of 92.5 ± 7.76% (DC115, 10 mL/m), 48.54 ± 2.57%
(KT98, 3 mL/m), 58.22 ± 13.65% (KT98, 5 mL/m), 74.72 ± 11.11% (KT98, 10 mL/m) and
74.04 ± 10.68% (KT98, 15mL/m). (B, C) DC115 neurospheres almost passed through the
micropillars; but partially un-dissociated KT98 neurospheres were trapped in the micropillars.
The black arrows indicate the empty spaces between the micropillars, which allow other
untrapped cells to pass through. Scale bar: 500 μm.
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Self-renewal and differentiation of μCDC dissociated NSPCs
In order to understand whether the μCDC dissociation method damages the self-renewal and
proliferation ability of its dissociated cells, KT98-dissociated cells were repeatedly sub-cultured
to re-form neurospheres. The results show that both μCDC- and HyQTase-dissociated KT98
cells could re-form neurospheres after 7 days in neurosphere-formation cultures. No significant
difference in the sphere-formation rate was found between μCDC- and HyQTase-dissociated
KT98 cells in any of the 4 consecutive re-sphere cultures (Figure 8A). The μCDC-dissociated
KT98 cells also formed neurospheres that were morphologically similar to those formed from
HyQTase-treated cells (Figure 8B and 8C). The stemness properties of KT98 cells obtained from
μCDC dissociation was also confirmed by the cells’ mRNA expression of two stemness makers
Nestin and SOX2 (Figure 9).
Cell differentiation capability is another important property of stem cells; therefore, the
μCDC-dissociated KT98 cells were tested to evaluate their differentiation potential. Our results
showed that the dissociated cell could successfully differentiate into CNS neural cells —
including neurons, astroglia, and oligodendrocytes — with high differentiation efficiency, as
indicated by the immunocytochemistry staining of microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2),
glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), and galactosylceramidase (Galc) (Figure 10).
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Figure 8. Re-sphere ability of μCDC- and HyQTase-dissociated KT98 cells during 4
weeks of culture. (A) Rates of dissociated KT98 cells that formed neurospheres following
μCDC and HyQTase dissociation during cultures of 1–4 weeks. (B) Neurospheres from μCDCdissociated KT98 cells after 4 weeks of culture. (C) Neurospheres from HyQTase-dissociated
KT98 cells display a morphology similar to that from μCDC-dissociated cells. Scale bar: 200 μm.
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Figure 9. mRNA expression of stemness markers Nestin and SOX2 of μCDC and
HyQTase dissociated KT98 cells. (A) KT98 neural cells from both μCDC (10 mL/min) and
HyQTase dissociated cells showed the expressions of Nestin and SOX2 markers. The GAPDH
expression was used as an internal standard. (B) List of Nestin, and SOX2 PCR primer
sequences and sizes used in this study.
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Figure 10. The dissociated KT98 cells retain the ability to differentiate three neural
lineages after μCDC dissociation. (A, D, G) KT98 cells expressed neuronal lineage marker
MAP2, astroglia marker GFAP, and oligodendrocyte marker Galc after 7 days of differentiation.
(B, E, H) Cell nucleus staining by Hoechst 33258. (C, F, I) Merged image of the three markers
with cell nucleus. The differentiation efficiencies of neuron, astroglia and oligodendrocyte were
98%, 94% and 83% respectively. Scale bar: 100 μm.
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3.1.3 Discussion of enzyme-free dissociation of neurospheres
Microfluidic systems have the ability to precisely handle fluids75 and cells;76,77 thus, they have
emerged as useful tools for many biological applications and cell experiments.78,79,80 This paper
describes a new microfluidic device, μCDC, for non-enzymatic dissociation of neurospheres.
Our results showed significant improvements in single-cell yield and cell viability over the
conventional pipette trituration method. The results of experiments with DC115 cells showed
high single-cell yield (~95%), high cell viability (~84%), and high recovery (~93%). For KT98
cells the single-cell yield (~91%) and cell viability (~80%) were also high; but the cell recovery
rate was lower (~75%). The lower recovery rate of KT98 cells indicated the device had more
difficulty dissociating a small portion of KT98 neurospheres; this also indicated that μCDC
dissociation results may differ when different cell types are used, likely depending on their cell–
cell junction strength. Nevertheless, a slightly lowered cell recovery is still acceptable for most
applications where cell loss is not a major concern (e.g., cell passage). The dissociation results
may be improved by optimizing the device design (e.g., geometry and dimensions of the
micropillars) and operation parameters (e.g., the flow rate). The 10 ml/min flow rate was used
for the cell re-sphere and differentiation experiments because it resulted in high single cell
efficiency, viability and recovery rates in our process flow rate test with KT98 cells. The μCDC
dissociated KT98 cells showed a normal morphology and could re-grow into neurospheres
whose morphology was also normal when compared with that obtained from HyQTasedissociated cells (Figure 6G, 6H, and 8C). Although not statistically significant (Figure 8A), the
re-sphere rate of μCDC-dissociated cells was slightly lower than that from HyQTase treatment.
A similar result was reported in a previous study in which enzymatic dissociation resulted in a
higher neurosphere growth rate than using a mechanical method.30 The actual mechanism is not
clear; we suspect that this could be due to the forces exerted by the flow. In order to know the
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shear stress placed on the cells during the μCDC’s dissociation processing, finite element
simulation (COMSOL Multiphysics) was used to simulate the wall shear stress in the
microfluidic device. The maximum shear stress occurred on the sidewall of the micropillar, with
a value about 10–12 Pa under 10 mL/min flow rate. This maximum shear stress increased to
about 16–18 Pa when the flow rate was increased to 15 mL/min (Figure 11, 12, and 13). Due to
the mechanosensitive nature of cells, exposure to mechanical stresses could alter cell behavior
and fate. A previous study have indicated that rat hepatocytes experienced significant reductions
in daily albumin and urea synthesis rates under flow conditions that caused shear stresses of 5,
10, and 21 dyn/cm2, as shown after 3 days of continuous perfusion in a bioreactor with an
internal membrane oxygenator.81 MC3T3-E and MLO-Y4 cells showed slightly lower cell
viability after being exposed to shear stress of 20 dyn/cm2 for 3 h.82 These results showed that
cells have decreased function and viability after being exposed to a fluidic shear stress condition.
In addition, several studies have shown the link between mechanical force and stem cell fate. For
example, Flk-1-positive embryonic stem cells differentiated into vascular endothelial cells when
exposed to shear stresses of 1.5 and 5 dyn/cm2 generated by fluid ﬂow.83 Murine embryonic
mesenchymal progenitor cells can differentiate to endothelial cells when placed under a shear
stress stimulation of 15 dyn/cm2 for 6 h.84 Another report showed adipose tissue-derived
mesenchymal stem cells were able to respond in similar fashion to bone cells during a pulsating
fluid flow on osteogenic stimulation.85 And finally, human neural stem/progenitor cells exposed
to −670 to 760 mm Hg (about −8.93 × 104 to 1.01 × 105 Pa) hydrostatic pressure for less than 20
seconds could increase the release of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) from the cells. However, cell
injury was not morphologically detected during the subsequent culture time of 2 days.30 As such,
it is clear that both the amplitude and duration of force exerted on cells can affect cell viability
and behavior. In our experiments, NSPCs were subjected to mechanical stress (10–12 Pa under
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10 mL/min flow rate) for a very short time (less than 1 min), so most dissociated cells remained
viable after the dissociation. The ability of the dissociated KT98 cells to re-form neurospheres
and to differentiate to three CNS neural cells, and the presence of many neuron processes (a
feature of mature neurons) in the differentiated neurons (Figure 10C) indicates the dissociation
process caused only minimal cell damage.
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Figure 11. Finite element simulation of the maximum stress on the micropillars at
the at a normal inflow velocity of 0.01 m/sec. Finite element simulation shows that the
maximum stress on the micropillars sidewall was about 10–12 Pa (y component) at the central
area of the sidewall at a normal inflow velocity of 0.01 m/sec for the inlet. The proximal side is
set as the inlet and the opposite side as the outlet (pressure = 0). The entire left and right sides of
the outside channel are set as symmetric boundaries, while other surfaces of this model are set as
walls (non-slippery).
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Figure 12. Finite element simulation of the maximum stress on the micropillars at
the at a normal inflow velocity of 0.015 m/sec. Finite element simulation shows that the
maximum stress on the micropillars sidewall was about 16–18 Pa (y component) at the central
area of the sidewall at a normal inflow velocity of 0.015 m/sec for the inlet. The same boundary
conditions as described in Figure 11 caption are used.
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Figure 13. Finite element simulation of the shear stress on the bottom surface of
the microchannel. (A and B) The maximum shear stress occurs at the areas between two
adjacent micropillars at 10 ml/min flow rate and (C and D) 15 ml/min flow rate. The same
boundary conditions as described in Figure 11 caption are used.
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3.2 Label-free enrichment of neural stem/progenitor cells from dissociated
neurospheres
Label-free enrichment of NSPCs from dissociated neurospheres was achieved by a
microfluidic cell dissociation chip (μCDC). Briefly, the same microfluidic cell dissociation chip
(μCDC) contains of 142 × 10 arrayed micropillars which extending from its floor to ceiling in a
10 mm wide and 31 mm length microchannel. Each micropillar was designed with 50 μm in
width, 240 μm in length and 167 μm in height (to avoid clogging of neurospheres in
microchannel). The adjacent micropillars with a 20 μm gap in the lateral direction. The operation
steps of NSPCs enrichment experiment by μCDC included that 1) load the sphere suspension to
the μCDC and aligned the spheres to the front side of micropillars. 2) increase the flow rates to
force the aligned neurospheres into the gaps between each micropillar. 3) collect the dissociated
cells to a conical tube and labeled with dissociated cells (DC) 4) Apply a backwash flow from
the original outlet to inlet to wash away the undissociated neurospheres which trapped in
micropillars and labeled with undissociated cells (UDC). The schematic cartoon was illustrated
in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Schematic illustration of μCDC operation procedure for NSPCs
enrichment from dissociated heterogeneous neurosphere cells. The lineage
immature neural cells are represented with orange colors and the NSPCs are represented with
green colors. The NSPCs are separated from neurospheres by the micropillars of μCDC due to
the different spatial distribution of the NSPCs and lineage immature cells.
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3.2.1 Experimental design
Immunocytochemistry staining of neurospheres
Neurospheres cultured for 7 days were embedded into O.C.T compound (Tissue-Tek, Japan) and
quickly freeze by a freezer spray, then the spheres were placed to a -80 °C refrigerator for 24
hours. The neurospheres slices of 20 μm thick were made of cryosection techniques and were
fixed by 4% paraformaldehyde (Alfa Aesar, USA) at room temperature, permeabilized with
0.25% Triton X-100 in PBS (Sigma, USA) for 15 minutes and washed with PBS. After blocking
the non-specific binding by using PBST (PBS + 0.1% Tween-20) containing 1% bovine serum
albumin, Nestin mouse monoclonal antibody (Millipore, USA) and SRY (sex determining region
Y)-box 2 mouse monoclonal antibody (SOX2, Abcam, UK) were used as the primary antibody to
detect the protein expression of neurosphere cells at 4 °C for overnight. Finally, the spheres were
incubated with Alexa-488 conjugated secondary antibody at room temperature for 1 hour.
Enrichment of neural stem/progenitor cells from dissociated neurosphere cells
The method of NSPCs enrichment from dissociated heterogeneous neurospheres was modified
from an operation procedure of μCDC. The operation steps of this method are listed below, 1)
the μCDC device was pre-filled and incubated with PBS containing 5% BSA in a humidified
incubator at 37 °C for 30 minutes to reduce the non-specific binding between cells and device. 2)
The KT98 neurospheres cultured for 7 days were passed through a 40 μm cell-strainer to remove
the lower growth population such as single cells and smaller neurospheres. 3) Subsequently,
neurospheres were centrifuged and resuspended in PBS, then loaded into a 1 mL syringe. 4) The
syringe was connected to the μCDC via Teflon tubing, and placed on a syringe pump which to
drive neurosphere suspension into μCDC device at a flow rate of 500 μL/min for 2 minutes,
followed by a separating step of using PBS at a flow rate of 5 mL/min for 1 minute. One of the
subpopulation cells passed through the micropillars and were collected to a conical tube via
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Teflon tubing connected to the outlet of the microfluidic channel (DC subpopulation). The other
subpopulation which trapped in the micropillars were collected by a backwash flow from outlet
to inlet (UDC subpopulation).

Figure 15. Schematic illustration of label-free enrichment of NSPCs from
neurospheres by μCDC. The flow diagram shows the steps involved in the NSPCs
enrichment from dissociated spheres.
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Western blotting
Cell lysates from our experiments were obtained by 1x RIPA Buffer (Millipore, USA) with 1X
protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, USA). Standard curve and protein concentration of each
sample were determined by protein assay dye reagent (Bio-Rad Laboratories, USA). Protein
samples of each treatment were loaded to sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel and were
fractionated by electrophoresis. Subsequently, the polyacrylamide gels containing proteins were
transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes (Amersham, GE healthcare, USA) by
the Amersham transfer system (TE-22, Amersham, GE healthcare, USA) and the membranes
were blocked in 5% bovine serum albumin at 25°C for 1 hour. After blocking, the PVDF
membranes were incubated with primary antibodies in PBST for overnight and then were
incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies (Millipore, USA) for 2 hours. Protein
expression level of each treatment was visualized by ECL reagents (Millipore, USA) reacted
with HRP on the secondary for 15 minutes and was developed on X-ray films. The images of
immuno-reactive bands were processed with free image-processing software ImageJ to assist the
expression level calculation of individual experiments. SOX2 mouse monoclonal antibody
(Abcam, UK), fibroblast growth factor-1 rabbit polyclonal antibody (FGF1, self-production) and
βIII Tubulin rabbit polyclonal antibody (TuJ1, GeneTex, USA) were used as the primary
antibodies to detect the specific proteins. The beta-actin mouse monoclonal antibody (β-actin,
Millipore, USA) was used as the internal control of western blot assay to calculate expression
level of specific proteins.
Neurosphere proliferation rates of DC and UDC subpopulations
The proliferation rates of DC and UDC subpopulation were determined by the standard
neurosphere formation assay for 7 days. For calculating of sphere growth rates of DC and UDC
subpopulation, DC subpopulation cells were treated with HyQTase (Hyclone Thermo, USA) at
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37 °C for 7.5 minutes and prepared 5 mL of low-density (200 cells/mL) cell suspension in a 60
mm Petri dish. On the other hand, UDC subpopulation was dissociated to single cells by
HyQTase and seeded in the same density. Both of the subpopulations were cultured in a 5% CO2
humidified incubator at 37 °C for 7 days. Then the cells were visually observed under a
microscope to assess their sphere forming rates. Neurospheres of diameters larger than 75 μm
were counted.
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3.2.2 Performances of microfluidic cell dissociation chip platform for label-free
enrichment of NSPCs from dissociated neurospheres
Cellular heterogeneity in neurospheres and NSPCs enrichment efficacy
Neurosphere is a heterogeneous cell population comprised of the neural stem/progenitor cells
and the lineage immature neural cells (e.g. neuronal and glial cell precursors). To confirm the
cellular heterogeneous distribution in the neurospheres, we performed the neurosphere assay and
labeled
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immunocytochemistry staining after culture. The results show that the stemness marker
expressed cells (Nestin+ and SOX2+) were located at the sphere periphery (Figure 16A-F) and
surrounded with an unexpressed core. This result implied that the Nestin and SOX2 positive cells
were may easier separated from the neurospheres compared to the core cells during the
mechanical dissociation process. In the NSPCs separation experiments, the KT98 spheres were
jammed into the micropillar array and were dissociated into single-cells partially by a laminar
flow which driven from a syringe pump. After wash away the stripped cells, the KT98
neurospheres were divided into two populations including the dissociated-cell (DC) and
undissociated-cell (UDC, Figure 16H) subpopulations according to their cell-cell adhesion status.
Subsequently, we investigated and compared the protein expression of DC and UDC
subpopulations by the SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and western blotting assay.
Representative images of SOX2 and β-actin expression of the DC and UDC subpopulations were
shown in Figure 17A. The relative SOX2 expression of DC was 30.83 fold more than UDC
(Figure 17C). To further demonstrate the ratio enrichment effect, the enzyme dissociated cells
from whole spheres by Accumax were as an unseparated control which was compared with DC
and UDC. We found that the SOX2 expression of DC was 3.70 fold higher than Accumax
control, but the UDC subpopulation was 8.33 fold lower than the Accumax control treatment
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significantly (Figure 17C). Additionally, the fibroblast growth factor 1 (FGF1) have been
demonstrated that to involve in proliferation and self-renewal of NSPCs in vitro.86, 87 The FGF1
expression of DC, UDC and Accumax control were confirmed by western blotting assay. Results
show that the FGF1 expression pattern of the DC was significantly higher than Accumax control
and UDC subpopulation (Figure 17B). After analyzed the results, we found that the DC
subpopulation was 1.32 fold than Accumax and 5.08 fold than UDC (Figure 17D) which were
similar to the stemness markers SOX2 of NSPCs. These results indicated that the stem cells at
periphery of neurosphere were separated and isolated from the whole spheres by the micropillars
and the μCDC operation process.
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Figure 16. The expression of neural stem/progenitor cell markers Nestin and SOX2
in neurospheres. Heterogeneous neurosphere shows the spatial distribution of the Nestin and
SOX2, that earlier stage markers were expressed at neurosphere outside surrounding a core. (A,
D) Nestin and SOX2, (B, E) cell nucleus (C, F) merge image. (G) Appearance and simply setup
of the μCDC. (H) Undissociated neurospheres were trapped in the micropillars in the μCDC
device. Scale bar: 100 μm.
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Figure 17. SOX2 and FGF1 expression of Accumax, DC and UDC subpopulations.
(A, C) The relative expression level of SOX2 in DC subpopulation (3.70 fold) was significantly
higher than Accumax control, however, the UDC subpopulation (0.12 fold) was significant low
compared to the Accumax control. (B) The DC subpopulation expressed more FGF1 proteins
(1.32 fold), but the UDC subpopulation had less FGF1 expression (0.26 fold) when compared to
Accumax control.
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The functional tests of DC and UDC subpopulations were conducted by the neurosphere assay
and neuronal differentiation experiments. The self-renewal ability is one of the main properties
of NSPCs that can be identified by the proliferation rates of neurospheres. In the previous reports,
SOX2 expression level has been demonstrated to involve and affect to the sphere formation
efficiency88 and sizes89, 90 of NSPCs and GBM cells. To identify the sphere reforming ability of
the two subpopulations, we cultured the DC and UDC in a sphere formation condition for 7 days.
The sphere formation ratio of DC subpopulation was approximately 12% which was significantly
higher than UDC subpopulation of 9% after culture (Figure 18A). In addition, the sizes of DC
and UDC subpopulations formed neurospheres were different due to the different SOX2
expression level, the DC subpopulation shows the larger sphere sizes (Figure 18B) compared to
the UDC subpopulation. These results are highly correlated to the previous reports, the frequency
of spheres formation with large sizes is found in the SOX2 expressed cells88-90. On the other
hand, the second main property of stem cells is cell differentiation ability. Stem cells will be
induced and differentiated to the specific cell lineages under a differentiation condition. We
conducted the neuronal differentiation assay for two subpopulations and found that the related
expression levels of TuJ1 in DC subpopulation (2.56) was significantly higher than in UDC
subpopulation which normalized to 1 fold (Figure 19B). Although the SOX2 highly expressed
cells show more TuJ1 proteins confirmed by western blot after neuronal differentiation process
(Figure 19B), they did not show an observable difference when compared to UDC subpopulation
by the immunocytochemistry of TuJ1 (Figure 19A).
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Figure 18. Sphere forming ability of DC and UDC subpopulations in the sphere
formation condition. (A) The sphere proliferation rate of DC subpopulation (12.27 ± 1.33%)
was significantly higher than UDC subpopulation (9.03 ± 0.12%) after culture for 7 days. (B)
The large and inseparable neurospheres were formed from the DC subpopulation. (C) The small
and loose neurospheres were formed from the DC subpopulation under same culture condition.
Scale bar: 100 μm.
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Figure 19. Neuronal lineage analysis of DC and UDC subpopulations in the NSPCs
induced differentiation condition after 7 days. (A) Representative images of
differentiated DC and UDC subpopulations, both of the subpopulations show the neuronal
lineage marker TuJ1 after culture in the NSPCs induced differentiation condition. Scale Bar: 100
μm. (B) The TuJ1 expression of differentiated DC and UDC subpopulations were identified and
analyzed by western blotting. The β-actin expression was served as an internal control. (C)
Quantification of the TuJ1 expression of DC and UDC subpopulations, the DC subpopulation
expressed higher early neuronal marker – TuJ1 which was significantly higher than UDC
subpopulation.
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Chapter 4. A Microfluidic Platform for Single-cell Capture and
Culture
4.1 High-efficiency single-cell capture and clonal culture of NSPCs and cancer
cells
The high-efficiency single-cell capture and clonal culture was achieved by the microfabricated
Dual-Well concept.4 As shown in Figure 20, the Dual-Well device consists of a microchannel
with two sets of microwell arrays (each set contains 470 wells in an area of 10.65 x 7.7 mm2) on
its ceiling and floor. The use of microwells who's sizes are close to that of a single cell have been
used to trap single cells at high efficiencies3, 62, 91. We have successfully adapted this method to
achieve high-efficiency single-cell trapping in our DW device. The two sets of the microwells
were designed in different sizes with each microwell in one set being 25 μm in diameter and 26
or 30 ± 1 μm in depth (0.013 nL for each 26 μm well, 0.015 nL for each 30 μm well) and in the
other set being 285 or 485 μm in diameter and 300 ± 15 μm in depth (~20 nL for each 285 μm
well, ~55 nL for each 485 μm well) (Figure 20). The microchannel height between the microwell
sets was 200 μm, resulting in a total volume of 60 μL for the DW device. The footprint of the
Dual-Well device is 12.75 x 20.25 mm2. The positions of capture- and culture-wells are arranged
in a way that from the top-view angle, the position of each cell-capture well is located at the
center a cell-culture well. The operation of the DW device involves the following steps (Figure
22A): 1) A cell suspension is injected into the microfluidic channel with a manual pipette while
the device is placed at its “capture position” in which the capture-wells are on the channel’s floor
and culture-wells are on the ceiling. 2) A tubing connected to a culture medium-loaded syringe is
insert into the microchannel’s inlet to inject medium to “sweep” the cells at a slow flow rate
controlled by a syringe pump. This step increases the probability of cell docking in the capture
wells (Figure 22C). 3) Subsequently, the flow rate is increased to wash away the uncaptured cells
(Figure 22D). 4) And finally, the inlet holes are plugged after removing the tubing, and the DW
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device is gently flipped to its “culture position” in which the capture-wells are now on the
channel’s ceiling and culture-wells are on the floor, allowing the captured-cells to fall off from
the capture-wells to the culture-wells by gravity (Figure 22E). The loading procedure takes about
8 – 9 minutes to perform and once flipped the device can be immediately placed in a humidified
container (e.g., petri-dish) and placed in a conventional cell culture incubator for subsequent cell
culture and experiments. Note that the DW device can be straightforwardly operated with
conventional syringe pump, tissue culture incubator and microscopes making it highly adaptable
to biological laboratories.

Figure 20. Photographs and SEM images of dual-well device. (A) Appearance of the
DW device in PDMS. (B) Single-cells in capture-wells is transferred to culture-wells by the
flipping the device. (C-D) SEM images of capture-wells with 25 μm diameter and 30±1 μm
depth. (E-F) SEM images of culture-wells with 285 μm diameter and 300±15 μm depth.
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Figure 21. Characterization of capture-wells and culture-wells of DW device. (A) A
cross-sectional image of DW device which assembled by small microwells (captured-wells) and
big microwells (culture-wells). (B) Small microwells (captured-wells) were designed with 25 μm
of diameter for single-cell capturing (top-view). (C) The dimensions of small captured-well
(side-view). (D, E) Big microwells (culture-wells) were designed with 285 and 485 μm of
diameter for DW single-cell culture. (F) The dimensions of big culture-well (side-view).
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4.1.1 Experimental design
Cell culture and maintenance
KT98 cells derived from F1B-TAg transgenic mouse brain were used as a cell model in this
study. In routine maintenance, KT98 cells were cultured in DMEM/F12 medium (Gibco, USA)
with 10% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone Thermo, USA) and 1% anti-biotics (GlutaminePenicillin-Streptomycin, Biowest, France) at 37 °C and 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator.
Cancer cell lines - human lung cancer A549 and melanoma MDA-MB-435 - were maintained in
DMEM basal medium (Gibco, USA) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Biowest, France) and
1% anti-biotics. The cell cultures were passaged using a recombinant enzyme Accumax™
(Innovative cell technology, USA) under the manufacture’s standard protocol at 70 – 80%
confluence.
DW device preparation for single-cell isolation
Prior to cell experiment, the DW devices were filled with deionized water and soaked in a
deionized water-filled container in a desiccator to remove air-bubbles in the microchannel.
Subsequently, the degased DW devices were exposed UV light to sterilize for 30 minutes. To
prevent immediate cell adhesion to the PDMS surface, 5% BSA (Bovine serum albumin, Bersing
Technology, Taiwan) in 1x PBS was injected into microfluidic channel and incubated at 37 °C
for 30 minutes.74
Single-cell capture and culture
For each cell-capture experiment, the cells were prestained with a membrane dye (DiIC12(3),
BD Biosciences, USA) for 20 minutes for easy identification of the cells in the DW device. For
each single-cell capture experiment, 200 μL of KT98 cells at 2.2 – 2.5 x 106 cells/mL
concentration (4.4 – 5 x 105 cells) was loaded into a 200 μL plastic pipette tip followed by
inserting the tip into the device inlet hole to manually inject the cells into the microfluidic
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channel of the DW device. This operation step can quickly loaded cells into the microchannel
and average cover captured-area. A syringe run by a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Harvard
Bioscience, USA) was then connected to the inlet of the DW device via a Teflon tubing
(poly(tetrafluorethylene); inner diameter, 0.51 mm; outer diameter, 0.82 mm; Ever Sharp
Technology, Inc., Taiwan) to drive 20 μL of the cell culture medium into the device at 3 μL
min−1. During this step, the cells in the microchannel moved slowly and could settle in the
capture-wells by gravitational force. Subsequently, the uncaptured cells were washed away from
the device by using 300 μL of the cell culture medium run at different flow rates of 200, 400, 600
and 800 μL min−1. Finally, the inlet and outlet holes were sealed with plugs, and the device was
flipped upside down to transfer the captured cells into the culture-wells by gravitational force.
The device was then placed in a standard cell culture incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO2 for 6–7
days. In each step, the cells in the DW devices were imaged with an inverted fluorescence
microscope for analyzing cell capture and transferring efficiencies. The procedure of DW device
operation was schematic illustrated in figure 22.

Table 6 Optimization of single NSPCs capture efficiency of DW device
Capture well
size (dia x dep)

Cell types

Flow rates for
sweeping cells

25 x 26

NSPCs (KT98)

3 (μL/min)

Flow rates for
washing away the
excessive cells
200 (μL/min)
400 (μL/min)
600 (μL/min)

Time for cell
settling to
culture-wells

10 min

800 (μL/min)
200 (μL/min)
25 x 30

NSPCs (KT98)

3 (μL/min)

400 (μL/min)
600 (μL/min)
800 (μL/min)
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10 min

Figure 22. Schematic illustration of DW device operation procedure. (A) Flow
diagram of DW device operation steps including cell loading, sweeping, washing and
transferring.
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NSPCs differentiation in DW devices
Stem cell differentiation in DW device was achieved by replacing the culture medium with a
differentiation medium (NeuroCult™ Differentiation Kit, STEMCELL Technologies, Canada) 1
day after seeding KT98 cells in 485 μm-diameter culture-wells, using the following steps: 1) The
plugs in the inlet and outlet holes were removed. 2) A differentiation medium loaded syringe was
connected to the inlet hole via a Teflon tubing. 3) A syringe pump was used to inject the
differentiation medium to the microchannel of DW device at slow flow rate of 1.8 mL/hr. 4) The
inlet and outlet holes were resealed with the plugs and the device was placed into the cell culture
incubator and cultured for 7 days. Then the cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15
minutes at room temperature, washed three times with 1X PBS, permeabilized with 0.25% Triton
X-100 in 1X PBS for 10 minutes and washed three times again with 1X PBS. After blocking
nonspecific binding with 1% BSA in PBST, the cells were incubated with Microtubuleassociated protein 2 (MAP2) antibody in a 4°C refrigerator overnight. Subsequently, the cells
were incubated with FITC-conjugated secondary antibody for 1 hour at room temperature. All
cells were stained with DAPI to implement counter staining.
Cancer cell clonal culture for epidermal growth factor (EGF) promoted colony
formation assay in DW devices
In the EGF promoted colony formation assay, 200 μL of A549 cells at a concentration of 2.2 –
2.5 x 106 cells/mL was injected into the DW device manually, waited for 2 minutes for cells to
settle, and followed by injecting DMEM with 20% FBS and 1% anti-biotics into the
microchannel immediately to wash off the excessive cells in the channel at a flow rate of 600
μL/min for 30 sec. Subsequently, the inlet and outlet holes were sealed and the device was
flipped upside down to obtain a single-cell in a culture-well. The device was then placed into a
humidified incubator at 37 °C and 5% CO2 as described above. After 1 day of culture, one of the
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device (for the control experiment) was injected with 300 μL of DMEM containing 10% FBS
and 1% anti-biotics to replace the original medium. The other device (for the EGF treatment
experiment) was injected with 300 μL of DMEM containing 10% FBS, 1% anti-biotics and 200
ng/mL of epidermal growth factor (EGF, PeproTech, USA) to replace the original medium. For
both devices the medium was replaced with fresh medium every 3 days. After 7 days of culture,
the cells were imaged to assess the colony forming efficiency. Colonies with cell number larger
than 15 cells in a culture well were scored as cell colonies.
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4.1.2 Performances of microfluidic Dual-Well platform for single-cell capture and
clonal culture
Single NSPC capture efficiency of DW device
For a cell to settle into a microwell, the projected area of the cell needs to overlap with that of
the microwell. Therefore putting more cells in the microchannel could in theory increase the
efficiency of microwell cell capture by increasing the probability of having cells on top of the
microwells. However increasing cell density could also increase cell clustering during cell
suspension preparation and device operation which decreases single cell capture yield. To avoid
using very high-density cell suspension while keeping cell capture at high efficiency, a cell
“sweeping” procedure is used in our system. We found that using 20 μL of medium driven at 3
μL/min was fast enough to move the cells in the microchannel, but slow enough to allow the
cells to settle into the capture-wells (Video S1). Using KT98 cell suspension at 2.2 - 2.5 x 106
cells/mL density, we observed minimal cell clustering and more than 99% of the capture wells
were occupied by cells (Figure 23A). We also tested the effect of washing flow rate on cell
retention in the capture-wells and found that only a portion of the capture-wells (26 μm in depth)
lost their initially loaded cells with no significant difference (ranged from 81 – 85%) among the
four tested flow rates after washing step (Figure 23B). However the washing flow rate did have a
prominent effect on the number of cells being captured in a capture-well as shown by the cell
loading result in culture-wells after flipping device; the highest single-cell loading efficiency in
culture-wells was obtained with 600 or 800 μL/min washing flow rate (Figure 24G), indicating
more capture wells were loaded with one cell with the 600 or 800 μL/min flow rate (note that the
flipping step only resulted less than 2% cell loss (Figure 23A)). Altogether, our results showed
that with the current microwell dimensions, multiple single cells could stack in a capture well
and being washed out from the well depending on the washing flow rate used, and the highest
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single-cell loading efficiency in culture wells of KT98 cells (77.31 ± 3.70%) could be obtained
by using the 600 μL/min washing flow rate with the 26 μm deep capture-wells. Additionally, to
understand whether the single-cell capture ratio could be affected by the depth of the capturewells, we conducted the single-cell capture efficiency test with another device which has deeper
capture-wells (30 μm). The results showed the cell capture efficiency after sweeping was not
affected by the depth difference between the shallow (26 μm) and deep (30 μm) capture-wells;
both reached a very high efficiency (> 99%) after sweeping (Figure 23A). However, for the
washing step the deep wells resulted in lower cell losses at the four flow rates (86.42% – 92.13%
cell retention) than the shallow wells (80.94% – 85.16%, Figure 23B). However the single-cell
ratio in cell-loaded culture-wells was decreased (from 89 – 92% to 64 – 75%, Figure 23C and
24D) when the capture-well depth was increased (26 to 30 μm), resulting in the reduction of
single-cell ratio in the total culture-wells (70 – 71% to 58 – 66%, Figure 23D). The highest
single-cell ratio in total culture-wells (66.81 ± 4.15%) was obtained by using 200 μL/min
washing flow rate with 30 μm-deep capture-wells.
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Figure 23. KT98 cell loading efficiency after different operation steps in DW device
with 26 and 30 μm-deep capture-wells. (A) Efficiency of cell capture in capture-wells after
sweeping was reaching to 99.9%, and the cell loss after transferring the captured cells from
capture-wells to culture-wells was less than 2% of the both capture-well depth. (B) Cell capture
efficiency of in 30 μm-deep capture-wells (90.39%, 92.13%, 88.51% and 86.42%) was higher
than 26 μm-deep (80.97%, 80.94%, 85.16% and 83.97%) after washing at the flow rates of 200,
400, 600 and 800 μL/min. (C) Frequency of single-cell event in cell-loaded culture wells. The
single-cell events of 26 μm-deep capture-wells were significantly higher than 30 μm-deep at the
four flow rates. (D) Frequency of single-cell event in total culture wells. The single-cell events of
26 μm-deep capture-wells were also higher than 30 μm-deep. Note, the highest single-cell event
in total culture-wells (77%) was at using 26 μm-deep capture-wells with 600 μL/min ratio
washing flow rate. Each experiment was performed in triplicate.
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Figure 24. Representative images of cells and cell number in cell-occupied culturewells after flipping device (with the 26 and 30 μm-deep capture-wells). (A) A stitched
image containing all 470 culture-wells (with 600 μL/min washing flow rate). Scale bar: 1000 μm.
(B) Enlarged overlapped images from the rectangle area of stitched image showing each culture62

well contains one single-cell. Arrowhead indicates the single-cells in culture-wells. (C-F)
Representative images from experiments using four different washing flow rates of 200, 400,
600 and 800 μL/min. Higher frequency of 2 or >3 cell-occupied culture-wells were shown in the
result of experiment using 400 μL/min washing flow rate. (G-H) Cell number in cell occupiedculture-wells at four washing flow rates. The single cell ratio was higher using 600 or 800
μL/min washing flow rates (77.31% and 77.09%, respectively), and lowest using 200 μL/min
washing flow rates (70.07%) with 26 μm-deep capture-wells. (H) The highest ratio-single event
in total culture-wells (66.81%) was obtained by using 200 μL/min washing flow rate with 30
μm-deep capture-wells.
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Single-cell capture efficiency of different cell types
To investigate the applicability of DW device to other cell types, two additional cell line cells human lung cancer A549 (Figure 26) and melanoma MDA-MB-435 (Figure 27) - were tested
with the DW device using 3 μL/min sweeping flow rate and 600 μL/min washing flow rate with
the 26 μm deep capture-wells according to the optimal KT98 single-cell loading results. The
results showed that the ratio of cell-occupied capture wells after sweeping and washing is celltype dependent (ranged from 67.80 ± 11.38 % – 85.16 ± 1.91 %, Figure 28B). Cell loss after the
flipping step was low for all cell types of KT98, A549 and MDA-MB-435 (all less than 2%,
Figure 28C). Interestingly, most of the cell-loaded culture-wells contained only a single cell in
each well for all the three cell types (89.89% – 92.98%). All together our result showed that the
DW device had good single-cell loading efficiencies in culture-well for KT98 and MDA-MB435 (more than 76%, Figure 28D), except for A549 (61.63 ± 7.47%). To improve the single-cell
loading efficiency in the culture-well of different sizes of cells, we used the same depth but wide
(from 25 μm to 30 μm in diameter) capture-well for cell trapping. Results showed the significant
increment of single-cells loading efficiency (61.63% to 76.03%, Figure 28E) was obtained using
the A549 cell model. This result indicated that the efficiency of single-cell loaded in the culturewell was relied on the relationship between the sizes of cells and capture-wells.

Figure 25. Representative images of loaded cells in culture wells showing different
cell sizes. (A) KT98, (B) A549 and (C) MDA-MB-435 single-cell in a culture-well.
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Figure 26. Single-cell capture of DW device with A549 cells. (A) Image showing all
culture-wells with A549 cells after flipping. Scale bar: 1000 μm. (B) Captured A549 cells in
capture-wells after sweeping (C) Captured A549 cells in capture-wells after washing;
arrowheads indicate cells in the capture-wells. (D) Enlarged image from the dash-line area of
Figure 26A. Arrowheads indicate single-cells in culture-wells. Scale bar: 300 μm.
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Figure 27. Single-cell capture of DW device with MDA-MB-435 cells. (A) Image
showing all culture-wells with MDA-MB-435 cells after flipping. Scale bar: 1000 μm. (B)
Captured MDA-MB-435 cells in capture-wells after sweeping (C) Captured MDA-MB-435 cells
in capture-wells after washing; arrowheads indicate cells in the capture-wells. (D) Enlarged
image from the dash-line area of Figure 27A. Arrowheads indicate single-cells in culture-wells.
Scale bar: 300 μm.
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Figure 28. KT98, A549 and MDA-MB-435 cell loading efficiency with 600 μL/min
washing flow rate and 26 μm deep capture-wells. (A) Capture efficiency of KT98 and
MDA-MB-435 cells were higher than 99%, but 90.21% of A549 after sweeping. (B) Efficiency
of KT98, A549 and MDA-MB-435 cells capture in capture-wells after washing at the flow rate
of 600 μL/min. (C) Cell loss was less than 2% of all the three cell types after device flipping. (D)
The single-cell ratio in total culture-wells (slash bar) of KT98, A549 and MDA-MB-435 cells
was 77.31%, 61.63% and 76.31%, respectively. (E) The single cell capture efficiency of A549
was significantly increased from 61.63% to 76.03% when the depth of capture-well was
increased to 30 μm. Each experiment was performed in triplicate.
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Comparison of single-cell sizes from DW captured cells and native population
The cell heterogeneity of individual cells is exist in a native population92, development of a
single-cell capture method cannot exclude any cells who comes in different sizes. Therefore,
randomly capturing of cells is important for a single cell heterogeneity assay. In order to
understand whether the capture wells may some exclude cells based on size, we measured the
sizes of DW device-captured single cells and compare them to that of the native population. Note
that the size measurement of the native cell population was also performed by the same cell
injection procedure and the DW device in order to minimize potential artifacts from using
different mythologies. Our results showed that no significant difference in average cell diameter
could be observed between captured- (16.99±1.71 μm) and native populations (17.45±1.72μm)
of KT98 cells. Similar results were also obtained from A549 and MDA-MB-435 cancer cells
(Figure 29). This data shows that with the current microwell dimensions the DW device is
capable of capturing cells of all sizes within the populations of tested cell types.
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Figure 29. Single-cell size distribution profiles of native cell population and DW
captured cells. (A) The diameter distribution profile of DW device captured single-cells in big
wells (red-line) were similar to whole cell population (black-line) (p>0.05). The average
diameter of DW captured cells and whole population of KT98 were 16.99±1.71 and 17.45±1.72
μm. (B-C) In three cancer cell lines, the distribution profiles of diameter were no significant
difference between DW captured single-cells (red-line) and whole population (black-line)
(p>0.05). The average diameter of DW captured cells and whole population were 19.82±1.96 and
20.02±2.14 μm in A549; 20.17±2.04 and 19.68±2.05 μm in MDA-MB-435. Scale bar: 100 μm.
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Small molecule testing in colony formation assay
Due to its high single-cell capture efficiency and the large space of culture well, the DW
device represents an attractive tool for in vitro single-cell colony formation assays in which the
growth of individual cells is analyzed. For cancer research, single-cell colony formation assay
can be used to test the effect of drugs or small molecules on cancer cell proliferation. We used
A549 cells to test their colony formation abilities in response EGF, which is widely used to study
epidermal growth factor receptor-mediated signaling for cancer treatment. Figure 30F shows that
the higher colony forming efficiency (17.56%) was obtained from cells in EGF supplied medium
compared to that (12.10%) treated with control medium. Our result confirmed that the EGFreceptor expressing A549 cancer cells proliferate more rapidly when exposed to EGF93. Note that
the portability and transparency of the DW device allowed the cells in the device to be
conveniently analyzed with a conventional microscope during the cell culture experiment (Figure
30A – D). This assay also highlights the strength of the DW device by showing its applicability
to studying cellular heterogeneity at the single cell level, as we were able to measure the
differences in cell survival and proliferation rate among the tested individual A549 cells. Only
40 – 55% of the loaded cells survived after 7 days of culture, and those live cells exhibited
different growth patterns and rates (e.g. 1 cell (13%), 2 cells (2.8 – 4.3%), 3 cells (2.5%), and 4 –
14 cells (10 – 15%), Figure 30E). These results demonstrated that the DW device can be used for
single-cell colony formation assays, and is advantageous because a large number of individual
cell colonies grown in a small area can be straightforwardly measured with a conventional
microscope.
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Figure 30. EGF promoted colony formation ratio of A549 single cells after 7 days
of culture. (A) A cell colony grew from an A549 single-cell and (B) a single-cell did not
proliferate but survived in the control medium treatment after 7 days of culture. (C) Single A549
cell proliferated to form a colony. (D) An undivided single-cell survived for 7 days after culture
in the EGF supplied medium. Scale bar: 100 μm. (E) The A549 single-cells showed a
heterogeneous cell number distribution after been cultured in the control or EGF supplied
medium for 7 days. (F) The colony forming efficiency of A549 cells with EGF supplied medium
was higher than that of the A549 cells cultured with control medium. Each experiment was
performed in triplicate.
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Single-cell clonal culture and NSPC differentiation in the microwells of DW device
The applicability of DW device for cell proliferation was demonstrated with KT98 and A549
cells. The enlarged culture-wells provided sufficient surface area for the cells to attach and
spread as well as adequate medium volume for cell proliferation for up to one week. Using
culture-wells of a 285 μm diameter (~20 nL), single KT98 and A549 cells were able to divide to
6 – 8 cells from a single cell in the microwell and form a colony (Figure 31A-D) after 6 – 7 days
of culture in the device. On the other hand, the large culture wells and medium exchangeable
feature of DW device allowed us to demonstrate its utility in stem cell differentiation which
require long cell culture times ranging from 7 – 16 days for embryonic stem cells 94, 95 and 7 – 21
days for neural stem cells 96 As shown in Figure 31E–G, after replacing the culture medium with
differentiation medium in DW device one day after cell loading, a single KT98 cell in culture
well (285 μm in diameter) divided to 6 cells and exhibited neurite morphology specific to
neuronal cells. As shown in Figure 31H–K, successful differentiation of KT98 from single KT98
cell was also verified by immunocytochemistry staining of microtubule-associated protein 2
(MAP2) - a neuronal lineage protein marker which is involved in microtubule assembly essential
for neuritogenesis.
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Figure 31. Cell proliferation and neuronal lineage differentiation of neural stem cell
in culture-wells for 6 – 8 days. (A) Cell membrane dye (DiI) staining facilitated cell
identification shown in phase and fluorescence overlapped image. (B) Proliferated KT98 colony
in culture-well after 6 days of in vitro culture. (C) DiI staining images showing a single A549
cell loaded in culture-well. (D) Proliferated A549 colony which exhibited normal cell
morphology in culture-well after 7 days in vitro. Arrowheads indicated the single cells. (E-G)
Phase images showing the proliferation and differentiation of a single KT98 cell in culture-well
(285 μm in diameter). The cell divided to 6 cells and exhibited neurite morphology after cultured
in differentiation medium for three days. (H-I) A single KT98 cell in culture-well (485 μm in
diameter) showing the proliferation and differentiation process from DIV 0 to DIV 8. (J) The
differentiated KT98 cells expressed neuronal lineage marker MAP2 after 7 days of
differentiation. (K) Cell nucleus were stained with DAPI as the counter staining. Arrowheads
indicated single cells in culture-wells. Scale bar: 100 μm.
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4.1.3 Discussion of high-efficiency single-cell capture and clonal culture of
NSPCs and cancer cells
Single-cell manipulation has been successfully demonstrated with microfabricated systems
employing different designs and operation principles,1,

97-99

among which microwell-based

devices are relatively simple and straightforward to design and fabricate making them easily
adaptable for different applications.100 Based on the needs of particular experiments, the well
size, number and shape can be tailored for different applications including single hematopoietic
stem cell proliferation64, individual leukocytes sorting101, large-scale single cell trapping3 and
high-throughput drug testing.102 For applications where long-term culture is needed, using
microwells with sizes that are much larger than a single cell is required to provide enough space
for cells to attach to the surface and grow. For example, Lecault et al. reported a microfluidic
device containing large microwells (1603 μm3) which allowed for hematopoietic stem cell
proliferation for 66 hours, however, the efficiency for obtaining a single-cell in a microwell was
only 10 – 30%.64 On the other hand, for applications where maximizing single-cell event is of
priority, the microwells were typically made of sizes close to that of a single cell3; however they
are not able to provide space for cells to spread to their normal morphologies and proliferate. To
address this limitation, Park et al. designed triangular microwells that have enlarged area for cell
growth and were able to achieve 58.34% of PC3 cell trapping rate. However, these microwells
were relatively small (with the length of a side ~50 μm) and thus supported cell proliferation for
up to two days68. Using our dual-well concept, the efficiency of single-cell loading in large
microwells could effectively overcome the Poisson distribution limit (~37%) encountered by
limiting dilution methods and open well systems19.
From our single-cell loading efficiency study, we found that the number of cell-occupied
capture-wells is very close to the number of cell-occupied culture-wells, indicating that most
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cells could be effectively transferred from captured- to culture-wells. Based on these observation,
the efficiency of single-cell loading in culture-wells might be further increased by increasing the
efficiency of single-cell loading in the capture-wells, possibly by optimizing the dimensions (i.e.,
diameter and depth) of the capture-well for specific cell types (Figure 28E) and operation
parameters (e.g., cell concentration, sweeping and washing flow rate). Additionally, to know the
shear stress exerted on the cells during the washing step, finite element simulation (COMSOL
Multiphysics) was used to simulate the wall shear stress of capture-well and microchannel
bottom surface in the DW device. We found even at a higher washing flow rate condition of 600
μL/min, the shear stress on the side-wall of capture-well (ranged from 0 – 0.06 Pa) and bottom
surface of the microchannel (0.06 – 0.15 Pa) (Figure 32) was very low compared to the
physiological wall shear stress in human blood vessels which ranges from 0.5 to 4 Pa depending
on the types, sizes and geometries of blood vessels.103
Finally in the DW device, the large well size (each ~20 nL) and the microchannel (~60 μL)
together could provide sufficient medium volume for cells to grow without medium exchange for
single-cell colonies culture. For our KT98 and A549 cell proliferation experiments the mediumvolume to cell-number ratio was 2 – 3 nL/cell which has allowed the cells to grow for 6 – 7 days
and still exhibited normal cell morphology (Figure 31C and 31F). This medium-volume to cellnumber ratio is close to the suggested ratio of a commercial low-volume cell culture well plate
product (1536 well plate, Corning®, USA). We believe it would be straightforward to use the
DW concept for other applications where in vitro culture of single cells is required; such as highthroughput drug or toxicity screening102,

104, 105

, cancer stem cell selection by colony

formation,106 and heterogeneity identification of neural stem cells by neurosphere assay37.
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Figure 32. Finite element simulation of the capture-well and microchannel bottom.
(A-B) Constructed model and side-view of one unit of the dual-well set containing a capture-well,
a culture-well and a microchannel. (C) Schematic illustration of the capture-well and
microchannel. The number indicated the location of the capture-well walls and the microchannel
bottom. (D) The shear stress on the microchannel bottom ranges from 0.06 – 0.15 Pa when a
fluid is introduced into the device at a volumetric flow rate of 600 μL/min. (E) The wall shear
stress of the capture-well ranges from 0 to 0.06 Pa at the flow condition. The proximal side is set
as the inlet and the opposite side as the outlet (pressure = 0). The entire left and right sides of the
outside channel are set as symmetric boundaries, while other surfaces of this model are set as
walls (non-slippery). The properties of the fluid used in the simulation were: density = 1 x 103
kg·m-3, viscosity = 1 x 10-3 Pa·s.
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Chapter 5. General Conclusion
We have successfully developed two microfluidic platforms – microfluidic cell dissociation
chip (μCDC) and Dual-Well (DW) device – for 1) enzyme-free dissociation of neurospheres; 2)
label-free enrichment of NSPCs form dissociated neurospheres; and 3) high-efficiency singlecell capture and clonal culture of NSPCs and cancer cells.
In μCDC for neurosphere research, we show that neurospheres formed from DC115 and KT98
cells could be effectively dissociated into single neural cells with high viability. The μ-CDC
dissociated cells also retained normal neural stem cell properties, including the ability to re-grow
neurospheres (proliferation) and differentiate to the three CNS neural lineages. Additionally,
μCDC also provided an easy and less damage way for chemical- and label-free separating of
neural cells into two subpopulations from neurospheres. We have demonstrated the NSPCs could
be enriched from dissociated heterogeneous neurospheres and shows more NSPCs properties
such as stem cell markers, self-renewal and neuronal differentiation potential.
In single-cell capture and culture research, we show the single-cells could be high-efficiently
isolated in micro-wells who sizes are significantly larger than a single cell. We have also
demonstrated the use of the DW device in clonogenic assay and single stem cell differentiation
experiments with cancer and stem cells.
Taken all together, we envision that our microfluidic approaches are simple and reliable tools
to allow for neural stem/progenitor cells and neurospheres manipulation with high-throughput,
high-efficiency and easy to operate properties. Furthermore, the processed cells from our
microfluidic platforms are easy to be used with conventional cell analysis and culture methods
such as NSPCs expansion and for a broad range of biological and clinical studies.
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Chapter 6. Future Works
Optimization of single-cell capture efficiency of Dual-well device platform
Although single-cell capture efficiency is high enough of about 77%, the relationship between
capture-well dimension and cell size is not optimized. To verify the relationship of this two
parameters is important to improve single-cell capture efficiency of DW device. On the other
hand, single-cell capture efficiency can be further improved by using other loading strategy (e.g.
sheath flow focusing). The device architecture will be redesign to allow for sheath flow focusing
to reach a capture efficiency of 90%.
Specific aim for this work:
–

Increase single-cell capture efficiency from 77% to 90%.

–

To develop a user friendly system for platform operation.

Stable monoclonal cell line establishment using Dual-well platform
Stable monoclonal cell line establishment is a time consuming and labor intensive work due to
the low single-cell acquiring efficiency. Dual-well platform provides the advantages of highthroughput and high-efficiency for single-cell isolation, it will save lot of time to obtain a singlecell in a space for clonal culture. Cell number expansion from the monoclonal colony will be
achieved by transfer the colony to a traditional cell culture dish and supplied with culture
medium. The objective of this work is to increase the acquiring efficiency of monoclonal cell
line.
Specific aim for this work:
–

Increase acquiring efficiency of monoclonal cell line from 2% – 3% to 15% – 20%.

–

Improve cell viability after single-cell isolation.

3D suspension culture by Dual-well platform.
We think that the application of Dual-well device for single-cell culture is not only limited to
adherent cell types but can also be extended to 3D suspension cultures. Monoclonal antibody
production was started from the hybridoma cell culture to expand cell numbers for producing
antibodies. Because of the high-throughput and high-efficiency properties of Dual-well device,
the selection of hybridomas from a mixture cell population can be easily achieved by single-cell
manipulation platform. In the future, we will develop the application of Dual-well device for 3D
suspension culture to high-throughput isolate non-adherent cells in culture spaces and to form the
3D spheroids after culture on chip.
Specific aim for this work:
– Increase stable cell line acquiring efficiency.
–

Shorten the operation process and save time.
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